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CHAPTER 12 

Spatial Representation ofVienna's 

Street-Level Environment 

Urban Parterre Modeling 

ANGELIKA PSENNER 

Translated by Michael Strand 

INTRODUCTION 

Vienna's Stadtparterre (street-level environment) is in a precarious con

dition: on the one hand, ground floors are not being put to adequate use 

(problem of vacancies, underuse, use for storage and garages), on the other 

hand, the street space is basically monofunctional, being for the most part 

reserved for car parking and as a traffic surface. This fact appears all the more 

abstruse against the background ofVienna's rapid population growth1 and the 

concomitant housing shortage. The need for additional housing cannot be met 

by drawing on the city's reserves of undeveloped land; therefore, new residen

tial space will have to be provided in built-up neighborhoods in addition to the 

projected suburban development areas. To be able to do so, it is necessary to 

be aware of the nature, quality, and structure of use of the urban fabric and 

especially of the Stadtparterre, or urban ground floor. 

The discussion of ground floor uses in inner urban areas is characterized 

by a certain hypocrisy. Tue general complaints about the more public-related 

uses of ground floors being increasingly discontinued are being mitigated by 

inactivity when it comes to launching initiatives to counteract the creeping 

privatization of this entire urban level. Everyday social exchange, whether 

Angelika Psenner, Spatial Representation of Vienna's Street-Level Environment In: Digital Cities. 
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intentional or incidental, while navigating the urban space on foot, essentially 

depends on a varied use of the ground-floor level, which in spatial terms is the 

plane that physically connects all urban levels. However, such multiple spatial 

engagement is prevented by current building regulations. 

lt is indeed an inherent quality of the city that all routes intersect and connect, 

converge and ramify an the ground floor level. This of course also includes the 

spatial layers directly below and above the ground floor [which is why in this 

text we speak of a street-level environmentl, provided that they are interrelated 

as one topological unit. But who is able to identify, to read and map this net

work? (Luchsinger 2014, 4) 

This is where the study described in this chapter takes its starting point

namely, from giving visibility to the spatial connections of the base zone and 

their functional engagement. A differentiated 3D representation visualizes the 

actual spatial relations of ground floor, street, and courtyard spaces, as well as 

the "Souterrain" and "Hochparterre" (mezzanine floors). This is much more 

than a mere delineation in the sense of a quantitative or qualitative descrip

tion; the issue here is the sensual and holistic perception of the street-level 

environment. "Tue quasi-archaeological representation of the spatial situa

tion of the base zone prompts a cognition and design process that is entirely 

different from previous attempts at a functional and social re-engagement of 

spaces. Tue focus here is on the re-interpretation of the ground-floor situation 

on the basis of patterns that only become visible in the 3D representation, just 

like excavated ruins provide indications of past cultures, revealing patterns of 

everyday life that are as unexpected as they are topical and exemplary for the 

future" (Luchsinger 2014, 4). 

THE PROJECT'S BENCHMARKS 

Creating residential space through rooftop conversions-which was done a 

lot over the past twenty years in Vienna-is often accompanied by a walling

up of ground floors (figure 12.1), as local building regulations require the pro

vision of garages for private vehicles (cf. Psenner 2015a, 2015b, 2015c; 2014a, 

2014b, 2014c; 2013; 2012a, 2012b). 

Tue result is that actually no additional residential space is created; instead, 

the city merely moves one floor up, with detrimental effects such as disuse 

and depopulation on the public space at street level. If continued, this devel

opment will ultimately render an already precarious urban environment even 

more unsustainable. 

[ 260) Research. Planning, and Learning



The reasons why our cities have been made ever more car-friendly over time 

are weil known.2 However, historical photographs of our city streets speak to 

a different, highly diversifi.ed structure of uses. Before the street was turned 

into an exclusive traffic and parking area, it also served a number of other pur

poses, from meeting economic needs and providing necessities (trade, sales, 

transportation of goods), to cultural purposes, private self-representation, and 

the manifestations of public life. Motion and rest were considered as equally 

formative factors that defined the urban-design significance of the street 

(Walewa-Coen 1946, 97). As a matter of fact, street parking of cars in the 

nighttime was illegal in Vienna and was penalized with prison terms; things 

only changed in 1938, when the road-traffic regulations of Nazi Germany were 

adopted in Austria (Psenner 2013, 142ff; 2014a; 2015a; 2015c). 

We also are familiar with images of megacities such as Tokyo, where resi

dential streets-in spite of the tremendous mobility pressures of the Greater 

Tokyo Area with its population of 36 million-are primarily understood as 

spaces for living rather than traffic, and they have retained much of their 

public-space character (cf. Krusche and Vogt 2011, Krusche and Rost 2010, 

Krusche 2008). lt is therefore necessary to put the issues concerning the 

street-level environment of Vienna in a broad systemic perspective and to 

identify ways in which architectural and urban research may contribute to un

derstanding the existing problems. This also means relating to the street-level 

environment as a whole, rather than to certain parts of it.3 

Stadtparterre: The Street-Level Environment 

There is a strong, direct relationship between urban street space and the struc

tures and uses of ground floors of buildings.4 In addressing urban-development 

issues, it cannot be emphasized enough that it is necessary to consider the to

tality of the Stadtparterre, or street-level environment, as a consistent urban 

zone of public, semi-public, and private spaces (Psenner 2017; Davis, 2012). Tue 

"spatial representation ofVienna's street-level environment," or Urban Parterre 

Model (UPM),5 therefore includes both built-up and non-built-up areas, cov

ering the street, as weil as the adjacent houses and courtyards. Thus street, 

ground floor, and courtyard are treated as separate entities, so that their inter

relations can come to light, as we are aware that the potentials of ground-floor 

use and the structure of the correlating public street space are directly related.6 

The Research Field 

Buildings and tracts from the Gründerzeit period still make up a !arge por

tion of the Viennese cityscape. Despite busy construction activity/ one in 
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four apartments in the city is in a Gründerzeit building. This chapter there

fore takes a closer look at street-level structures and environments from this 

period in an initial approach to the broader and more general subject of the 

Stadtparterre. Also, the project focuses on secondary streets because-unlike 

shopping streets or high-traffic roads-they have so far been mostly neglected 

by urbanist research and municipal administrations alike. 

The Research Questions 

As the conventional cadastral map (figure 12.2, left) only shows building 

perimeters, it offers no information about the city's internal structure. 

Street, ground-floor, and courtyard uses are not documented with the neces

sary clarity and completeness, and can therefore not be objectively analyzed 

in a structural context. The Comprehensive Ground Plan Map, or-as we call 

it-the Urban Parterre Model (UPM; figure 12.2, right) provides precisely 

the kind of information that is prerequisite for an authentic morphological 

analysis.7 

In this context, the study presented here addresses the following questions: 

- How was the Viennese ground level originally used? What urban functions

were located there?

- What are the (historical) interrelations between public space and life inside

buildings?

Tue causes of the current Stadtparterre crisis are thus analyzed from a histor

ical and systemic perspective. 

THE PROJECT'S METHO0OLOGY 

The 20 Comprehensive Ground Plan Survey 

Originally, the two-dimensional Comprehensive Ground Plan Survey (CGPS) 

was derived from studies on the relationship between urban morphology and 

building typology, similar to the ones used by Saverio Muratori in Venice and 

by Gianfranco Caniggia in Florence and Corno (cf. Peters 1999, 137). 

Several such morphological studies were subsequently conducted by Swiss 

architects and historians. In the 1960s, architects in the canton of Tessin 

initiated an inventory that was continued at the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology (ETH) in Zurich in the 1970s; further progress in the field was 

made with a comprehensive survey of Zurich's urban center under the direc

tion of architectural researcher Margareta Peters.8 

SPATJAL REPRESENTATION OF VIENNA'S STREET-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT (263] 
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After years of absolute negation of this approach - only in isolated cases did 

researchers resort to this methodology (Portier, 1989) - the CGPS has recently 

attracted renewed attention again (Lampugnani et al. 2018, Ebbing 2018). 

Conventional cadastral maps (called Mehrzweckkarten in Vienna) provide 

no sufficient information about ground floor plans and the structure of urban 

interiors (see figure 12.2, left), whereas a CGPS sets buildings in relation to 

public space and their topographic environment, visualizing the interrelation 

between the interior life of individual buildings and the public street space sur

rounding them. Comprehensive Ground Plan Surveys therefore are useful to 

examine the relationships between buildings, streets, and courtyards.10 

The 3D Urban Parterre Model, UPM 

A baseline set of data is provided by the existing digital cadastral map, which 

details land use for the entire municipal area of Vienna. lt is a fundamental 

tool, a matrix that is filled in with ground-level plans of individual buildings, 

covering both historical floor plans and documented building uses, as well as 

most recent conversion records,11 so as to reflect the morphological evolu

tion of the Stadtparterre. All plans are then verified on site and, if necessary, 

adapted and amended, in particular with regard to actual building uses. 

Given the importance of ceiling and building heights,12 one of the study's

primary objectives is to provide a three-dimensional model of the urban 

street-level environment. To do so, the method was further developed into the 

three-dimensional Urban Parterre Model (UPM). This three-dimensional rep

resentation of the data-with modeling done with Autodesk Revit13-helps 

in the analysis of links between buildings' interior spaces: Where is, or was, 

the basement or courtyard directly connected to ground-floor use? And how 

do these interior connections affect the entire parterre function? Tue intro

duction of 3D is the major difference from the Comprehensive Ground Plan 

Surveys done in the 1960s in many Italian and Swiss cities.14 

In the Urban Parterre Model, the ground floor is rendered in every detail, 

while for the standard upper floor and basement, a set of simple structural 

data, such as weight-bearing elements (main supporting walls), access points 

(stairways and corridors), and the fai;:ade (opening axes), provides sufficient 

information for a rough-and-ready outline. Where the adjoining levels (base

ment and first upper floor) are directly connected to the ground floor by stairs 

or doorways, they are treated as extensions of the ground floor and therefore 

represented in greater detail. Normally, however, the areas above and below 

the ground floor are broadly outlined. Included in this are the street profile 

and daylighting conditions on the ground floor and street level. Tue fa�de is 

interpreted as a permeable interface between building and public iipace, with 

information on the formal fa�ade design available as an option. 
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Tue UPM is considered a particularly sound representation, which includes 
basic information on ground floor use (by means of color codes). Thus, it pro

duces precisely the information needed for analysing and definingthe building's 

relationship to public space and the internal coherence in the Stadtparterre. 

In this sense, the UPM represents a special type of 3D urban model, with 

precise detail data and offering a ground-level perspective. Usual 3D urban 
models mostly provide a bird's-eye view and do not contain the information 

needed for a ground-level investigation. 

THE PILOT STUDY: ANALYSIS 

So far, the Vienna street-level environment has been explored in terms of an 

exemplary street in an inner district, an archetypal Gründerzeit street totally 

rebuilt in the late nineteenth century. Preliminary research took an in-depth 

historical approach: (1) a theoretical study of the evolution of the unique ar

chitectural type of the Viennese Gründerzeit-Stadthaus, which covered topics 

like the original historical use of that type of architecture (which was by no 

means exclusively residential, as one might presume from today's perspec

tive); and (2) consideration of the impact of relevant legislation (building 

regulations, commercial code, public health care, road traffic regulations, tax 

incentives, urban planning, etc.).15 

In order to better understand the role that the street played within the 

!arger urban fabric, the biography of the street was extensively researched,

including detailed information on layout (geography, spatial and urban pla

nning), architectural development (historical and current building plans

on the selected lots), and development over time of the uses of adjacent

ground floors and basements (trading documents, business licenses and tax

regulations).

Tue Urban Parterre Model uses color codes-for example, green for semi

public spaces and spaces with high user frequency, such as shops, coffee

houses, studios; orange for work spaces, such as offices, workshops, factories; 

yellow for housing; dark gray for garages and storage spaces; light gray for 

vacancies-to identify the type and intensity of use (figure 12.3). 

Tue study actually confirms the hypothesis that, from a historical point 

of view, ground floor space is semi-public space, with the fa�ade functioning 

as a permeable interface allowing constant interchange between public and 

semi-public areas. Photographs of the time also substantiate this assump

tion: ground-floor fa�ades were permeable, and private ground-floor uses 

extended into public street space; conversely, the street-level interior rooms 

were open to the public.16 

Tue fa�ades were analyzed in terms of their permeability with regard to the 

actual engagement of the street-level environment; the question was: What 

SPATIAL REPRESENTATION OP VIENNA'S STREET-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT [267) 



Figure 12.3 Above: Uses of the Stadtparterre around 1910. Below: Today's uses of the 
Stadtparterre (UPM). 
Credit: © A. Psenner. 

goes on behind them and how does it affects the public space of the street, 

both during the day and in the night, so as to determine the effects of ambient 

lighting from house entrances and ground-floor residential and shop windows 

and night-time use frequency (figure 12.4). 

Research also involved an insight study of actual workplaces on the ground 

floor, which involved a resident and visitor frequency analysis.17 Also analyzed 

in this context was the internet presence of businesses situated on the ground 

floor, in order to evaluate the quality of the interlacing of Euclidean urban and 

ephemeral web space. 

RESULTS AND FINDINCS 

Including all additional relevant ground-floor data, the spatial representation of 

Vienna's street-level environment facilitated a conclusive analysis of the (use) 
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structure and potential of the ground-floor zone and related it to the uses and 
functions of the street space. Thus, interrelations could be identified and prob
lematic situations considered and resolved in a broader context (figure 12.5). 

The Sidewalk 

The holistic approach embodied in the term Stadtparterre shows the primary 
function of the sidewalk in its true light: easily and directly accessible, the 
sidewalk is the most important area of interaction in the public realm, a space 
where people can meet and move among, or simply observe each other rela
tively freely. Not least, it is the site of integrative interaction between minori
ties and majorities in a diversified society.18 Clearly, it should be possible to 
engage this multifunctional urban space in all sorts of ways, provided it is 
adequately dimensioned.19 At present, however, the average 1.7 to 2.2 meters 
between building fronts and parked cars are reserved for moving (pedestrian) 
traffic; section 78 of the Austrian Road Traffic Regulations even expressly pro
hibits "hindering pedestrian traffic by stopping for no reason," while failing 
to provide any information as to what might constitute an admissible reason 
to do so (Psenner 2004, 133; 2011a, 2011b; 2012b; 2013; 2014a, 137). Also, 
using the sidewalk "for other purposes than those of street traffic" is still con
ditional on administrative approval.20 

This problem of lack of space also has to be seen as a consequence of a 
deliberate shifting of the rights of use: while more and more street space 
was assigned to cars, pedestrians found themselves reduced to increasingly 
narrow walking lanes. In the years after World War II, sidewalks were built 
with a minimum width of 1.25 meters (according to ÖFS building standards, 
1956), whereas, in the Gründerzeit period, the trottoirs-trotter meaning to 
"roam about" in French-on both sides of the street had been assigned no 
less than one third (!) of the total street width (Kortz et al. 1905, 174; Drexel 
2000, 207 and 209). On the initiative of the city administration, these narrow 
postwar sidewalks have been increasingly widened in recent years, with addi
tional bulges added at street crossings so that the pavements now offer a little 
more space to walk and stand, but this still is a far cry from the comfortable 4 
meter sidewalks common in New York City. To make things worse, the clear 
width (unobstructed passageway) achieved at great cost has in many places 
been drastically reduced again by signposts. 

Structures of H istorical Cround-Floor Use 

One important aspect of Gründerzeit ground floors is their generous ceiling 
heights. The large amount of space thus offered is a special asset, not least 
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because it opens up possibilities for a variety of uses, lending itself not to a 

specific market segment but, rather, to a broad range of prospective occupants 

(Psenner 2011c, 2012a, 2012b).21 

At that earlier time, Vienna's economic, social, and urban fabric was char

acterized by a !arge number of small businesses, many of them workshops 

or small manufacturing operations, preferably located on the ground floors 

of Gründerzeit buildings. Of the businesses registered in the Establishment 

Census of 1869, only a few had more than ten workers; enterprises that em

ployed a !arger workforce were more or less all located in the suburbs-a specific 

structural characteristic which also continued to prevail throughout and after 

the economic crisis that came in the wake of the stock market crash of 1873. 

In these conditions, Vienna had an incredible range of registered busi

nesses, among them, for example, the Pfaidlergewerbe (shirt maker), 

Paramentenerzeuger (vestments manufacturer), Banderzeuger (ribbon maker), 

Bettwarenerzeuger (bed linen maker), Naturblumenbinder (florist), konzes

sionierter Spirituosenschänker (licensed liquor dealer), Brunnenmeister und 

Brunnengräber (well digger and builder), Büchsenmacher und Schwertfeger 

(gun and blade smith), Bürsten- und Pinselmacher (brush maker), Deichgräber 

(ditch digger/trencher), Nadler Webkammmacher und Drahtwarenerzeuger 

(needle, weaving comb, and wire products maker), Federnschmücker (plume 

feather decorator), Flaschenbierfüller (beer bottler), Fragner und Greisler 

(grocer), Hafner (stove fitter), Kamm- und Fächermacher (fan and comb 

maker), Gemischtwarenverschleißer (general store operator), Kanal- und 

Senkgrubenraeumer (sewer and cesspit cleaner), Kostgeber Oandlord or 

landlady), Lohnfuhrwerker (haulage contractor), Sauerkraut- und Saure 

Rübenverschleißer (sauerkraut and pickles merchant), Seiden- Schön- und 

Schwarzfärber (dyer), Tuchscherer (cloth shearer), and Wirkwarenerzeuger 

(knitware manufacturer). 

Historical Development of Ground-Floor Use in the Street Study 

Despite its proximity to a parallel higher-level shopping street, the street 

examined has the characteristics of a supply road, so that the ground floors of 

the Gründerzeit buildings mainly accommodated workshops, small manufac

turing, and trade businesses, while in the side streets residential use predomi

nated in the majority of cases. This structure of ground-floor uses has partially 

subsisted to this day, but recently was disrupted by massive breaches of use 

pattems (e.g., !arge garage built into the ground floor of house nos. 5-7). 

A morphological-use structure analysis of the stretch of street examined 

here showed that, historically, the typical Viennese ground floor was a semi

public space. As the apartments in most buildings were really small,22 and 

also were mostly used by several occupants in shifts, residential functions 
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were often moved to the outside, out of the private units. Also, only very few 

apartments had fully equipped kitchens, or pantries and other food storage 

facilities, so that shopping for perishable goods was an everyday chore. These 

circumstances also account for the relatively !arge number of eateries, coffee 

houses, and liquor stores (seven on a stretch of only 190 meters), as well as 

grocers and other small retailers. 

Over the past century, the following businesses, or business premises, were 

accommodated on the street-side ground floor of buildings along the 190 

meter street stretch examined: 

7 restaurants/ coffee houses/wine spirit shops, of which: 

1 restaurant; after 1909: smoked meat production; after 1921: break

fast room; after 1960: patisserie 

1 restaurant; after 1904: coffee roaster; after 1933: restaurant; after 

1970: cafe; after 1981: shop 

1 coffee roaster; after 1967: Cafe; after 1978 shop 

1 restaurant; after 1970: cafe 

1 wine spirit shop; after 1993: paint shop 

1 restaurant 

1 coffee house 

5 not specifically defined salesrooms (called Gassenlokale and occasion-

ally Gewölbe) 

4 general stores (Gemischtwarenverschleißer) 

3 bakeries/pastry shops 

2 underwear and linen makers; after 2000: offices 

2 shirt makers 

1 pharmacy 

1 dairy 

1 barbershop 

1 printing house (of the Sonn- und Montagszeitung) 

1 furniture maker /carpenter 

1 synagogue (after 1990: furniture store) 

1 pharmaceutical company (Pharmakon); after 1964 advertising agency 

1 necktie sewing school (Privatlehranstalt für Krawattennaehen) 

1 producerof corkgoods; afterl912: carpentry; afterl971: printing house 

1 frame and molding maker; after 1928: glass-cutting workshop 

1 shop for celluloid articles; after 1970: installer 

1 stationer's shop (Papierverschleißer); after 1911: locksmith; after 

1970: installer and plumber 

1 dry cleaners; after 1967: grocery store 

1 plumber's showroom 

1 butcher shop; after 1999: video store 

1 carpenter; after 1942: butcher shop and smoked meat production 
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Structural Characteristics of Use of the Historical Viennese 

Ground Floor 

As mentioned earlier, the historical Viennese ground floor was a semi-public 
space, with no clear-cut boundary between inside and out: rather, doors and 
windows were left open most of the time so that there were many points giv
ing access to the ground-floor premises. Photographs from the period attest 
to this: the ground-floor fac;:ades were permeable; semi-public, or even private 
uses of the ground floor extended to the street and, conversely, the premises 
were easily accessible to the "flow of the public." 

Many of the ground-floor premises in the studied street (the study under
lying this text had to be anonymized for data-protection reasons) were con
nected with basement floors or cellars underneath, which meant an extension 
of the ground floor zone. The (commercial) use of the street-facing premises 
in most cases also included the interior courtyard. 23 

Tue historical Stadtparterre was a ramified, varied, much-used, and hence 
engaging space. Permeable ground-floor fac;:ades provided a flexible interface 
between public and semi-public spaces that were intensely interacting with 
one another. 

CONCLUSION 

Currently, the Vienna municipality has no oversight or control over the on
going urban modification described at the beginning of this text, as there are 
no data being collected on the actual ground-floor situation, nor are there 
numbers available about store vacancies or recently built-in private garages. 
Unlike for a number of Italian and Swiss cities and towns, no comprehensive 
ground plan survey has ever been drawn up for Vienna. This is the first major 
innovation that the study brings. 

From an international research perspective, another innovative asset of the 
project is the three-dimensionality of the comprehensive model. Successful 
regulatory measures in urban planning, administration, and economic policies 
depend on sound and detailed knowledge of the actual architectural structure, 
as well as the current actual-and potential-use of the street-level environ
ment. Tue UPM provides this information in an easily accessible and locally 
contextualized form. Thus, the development potential of the street-level envi
ronment can be clearly identified to inform urban planning. 

Tue goal of this study was to map and outline the potential of the street
level environment, among other things, through an in-depth analysis of its 
past development. The current state of affairs is not satisfactory: moving and 
stationary traffic make the street an unattractive space to be in, �ithout much 
amenity value and usability for the pedestrian public. Ground-floor vacancies 
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are on the rise, and consequently even more space is being converted into in
door parking. Thus, the city moves upward-and when attics are converted 
into penthouses, the existing parking space regulation leads to the installa
tion of further private ground floor garages and hence to further loss of po
tentially semi-public urban space. This precarious tendency is also reflected 
in new construction types: here, the ground floor usually accommodates sec
ondary uses, garages or self storages (Psenner 2019), with residential use 
starting only on the first upper floor. The ground floor fac;:ades are closed and 
impermeable and therefore the building does not communicate with the sur
rounding urban space. 

The complex micro-analytical possibilities of the UPM will allow the doc
umentation of vacancies and other issues relating to street use in various 
neighborhoods and the analysis of contributing economic, traffic, and social 
factors. Systematic 3D modeling of the built-up environment coupled with an 
inventory of historical, current, and potential ground-floor uses will provide 
a basis for putting Vienna's street-level environment into a long-term devel
opment plan that can serve as a practical guide for future interventions in 
various neighborhoods and for the re-design of individual street complexes.24 

This street-level environment study is a groundbreaking approach that will 
provide data that can be highly usable for urban landscape research and pla
nning, including in particular computer-based simulations. Both the UPM 
and the historical analysis of the urban street-level environment, transform
ing as it has over time between the built-up and the non-built-up in Vienna's 
Gründerzeit neighborhoods, will be a sound basis for further in-depth anal
ysis (Psenner 2017). The benefits that may be expected from this approach 
include: 

• Ability to visualize the historical interrelation between street space and
ground-floor use over time and to identify existing discrepancies between
private use of the street space and the public interest.

• Transparent and objective visualization of interrelated functions so as to
provide a sound argument action on public administration and/or business.

• Reliable planning and implementation guidelines for concrete improve
ments in the urban street-level environment.

In any case, the application possibilities of the model go far beyond the situa
tion delineated in this chapter, as the UPM will be usable not only in an urban 
context but also in suburban or rural settings-for example, to study and 
address in regional planning terms certain architecture-related aspects and 
conditions of the problem of vacancies in rural areas (small towns, rural com
munes, and villages). Once fully developed, the analytical UPM approach may 
also be applied to any other critical ground-floor situation in urban peripher
ies or "shrinking city" situations. 
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First and foremost, though, the point here is to acknowledge the signifi

cance of ground floors for the functioning of a city-a fact that has somewhat 

fallen from view in the twenty-first century, ever since the emergence of 3D 

city modeling. Tue reason for this may be that conventional 3D city models 

cannot really represent the intricate, small-scale, multilayered, and ramified 

ground-floor structures as well as the UPM, and thus prevent us from perceiv

ing them in a broader functional perspective. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Unreal Projects 

Using lmmersive Visualization to Learn About Distant 

and Historical Locales 

GABRIELA CAMPAGNOL, STEPHEN CAFFEY, MARK J. 

CLAYTON, KEVIN GLOWACKI, NANCY KLEIN, JULIAN 

KANG, AND GEOFFREY BOOTH 

INTRODUCTION 

The technology of immersive visualization (IV), sometimes also known as vir

tual reality (VR), has progressed such that it can be employed to deliver expe

riences of places and environments that are otherwise too diffi.cult or even 

impossible to reach in the real world in real time.• Since the Rome Reborn ini

tiative led by the UCLA Virtual Reality Lab in the 1990s and 2000s, digital her

itage platforms and virtual reality environments have served as laboratories 

within which scholars from across the disciplines can speculatively re-engage 

with some of history's most expansive gestures of architectural expression 

(Frischer et al. 2000, 2003; Frischer 2003, 2008; Frischer and Stinson 2007). 

Building upon this tradition, the Unreal Projects endeavor brings together fac

ulty and students from architecture, construction science, and landscape ar

chitecture and urban planning at Texas A&M University to conduct research 
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